Disulfide Connectivity Analysis of Peptides Bearing Two Intramolecular Disulfide Bonds Using MALDI In-Source Decay.
Disulfide connectivity in peptides bearing at least two intramolecular disulfide bonds is highly important for the structure and the biological activity of the peptides. In that context, analytical strategies allowing a characterization of the cysteine pairing are of prime interest for chemists, biochemists, and biologists. For that purpose, this study evaluates the potential of MALDI in-source decay (ISD) for characterizing cysteine pairs through the systematic analysis of identical peptides bearing two disulfide bonds, but not the same cysteine connectivity. Three different matrices have been tested in positive and/or in negative mode (1,5-DAN, 2-AB and 2-AA). As MALDI-ISD is known to partially reduce disulfide bonds, the data analysis of this study rests firstly on the deconvolution of the isotope pattern of the parent ions. Moreover, data analysis is also based on the formed fragment ions and their signal intensities. Results from MS/MS-experiments (MALDI-ISD-MS/MS) constitute the last reference for data interpretation. Owing to the combined use of different ISD-promoting matrices, cysteine connectivity identification could be performed on the considered peptides. Graphical Abstract ᅟ.